
Background
The Science & Human Dimension Project and DeepMind, the Artificial Intelligence division of  Google, 
held a conference at Jesus College’s new West Court facilities in September 2017. The format was a drinks 
reception and dinner in the College Hall, with a full-day programme of  lectures the following day which 
were filmed.

Event
Jonathan Cornwell who organised the event said: 

“We had a number of  criteria for this conference: a central Cambridge 
location for up to 70 people, excellent AV facilities, practical spaces for breaks and lunch and on-site parking 
which was useful for those delegates and organisers travelling by car.

“Using an academic venue is very important as the conference brought together a mix of  sectors including 
academia, industry, government and the media. Holding it at Jesus College and in Cambridge is particularly 
relevant as high-level research across a range of  disciplines featured in the conference agendas.
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“Having access to the new residential accommodation was a very 
pleasant surprise to those expecting student-style rooms! The en suite hotel-standard bedrooms are very 
stylish and comfortable.
“We were also delighted to find that using the West Court facilities minimised queuing times and 
maximised delegates’ time spent in conversation and networking.
“Conference organisers expect last minutes changes to the agenda, precise numbers attending and 
unforeseen requests from delegates and speakers. As a result the organisers have to be flexible, as do 
the staff  at the venue and the team at Jesus College was professional, organised and a pleasure to work 
with.
“In the planning stage, I liaised closely with Zoe Stubbings to look at all the various options available 
including choosing the best meeting rooms and layouts, timings, menus and guest rooms. It also included 
Zoe being patient and accommodating the changes to our plans and requirements!  

“In terms of  the best technical options in the Frankopan Lecture Hall, Mark Cresswell was on hand 
to advise us. We filmed the whole event using the West Court Media Suite and Mark ensured this 
went smoothly without any problems.

“One of  the conference highlights was the dinner in the College Hall which was particularly impressive 
– the tables beautifully laid, the food delicious and excellent service from the staff  on duty.

“The beautiful and historic surroundings of  Jesus College are complemented and enhanced by the 
excellent modern facilities at West Court which are not just technically advanced, but architecturally 
impressive and well-designed.

“In summary, West Court manages to combine the charm and intimacy of  one of  Cambridge’s most 
beautiful colleges with world-class facilities and the professional and dedicated support one rarely finds 
in other conference and events venues.” 
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